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from OCLC Research:
Welcome! Thank you for joining us for today’s webinar, “Managing Research Data—from Goals to
Reality.”
from OCLC Research:
Erway, Ricky and Brian Lavoie. 2012. "The Economics of Data Integrity." Chapter preprint:
http://www.oclc.org/content/dam/research/publications/library/2012/erway-dataintegrity.pdf
from OCLC Research:
Dissemination Information Packages for Information Reuse project (Ixchel Faniel) http://dipir.org/
from OCLC Research:
Role of Libraries in Data Curation http://www.oclc.org/research/activities/datacuration.html
from OCLC Research:
Feel free to submit your questions or comments via chat here or via Twitter with #orlp
from Karen Smith-Yoshimura:
Do any of you participants have a research data support group like Cornell?
from Rachel Proudfoot:
Question for Wendy: what level of staffing do you have for the Research Data Management Service
Group?
from Vika Zafrin:
I'd love to hear more about staffing (specifically, FTE for both on the ground and managerial staff) from
both speakers.
from Melissa Renspie:
i would imagine that user surveys were done to assess the types of data being generated as well as
needs for sharing/re-use... could the speaker talk about this?
from Stephanie Wright:
UW has a Data Services Team. Composed of 8 other lib staff members from different areas of the Libs
plus our Data Services Communication & Curriculum Lib'n and myself, the Data Services Coordinator.
from Karen Smith-Yoshimura
That is, University of Washington
from Roy Tennant:
FAST headings are from us, actually: http://www.oclc.org/research/activities/fast.html
from Brian:
Sorry, what are FAST headings?
from Brian:
And can she provide a link to the vocabularies?
from Jennifer Liss:

About FAST: http://www.oclc.org/research/activities/fast.html
Search the vocabulary: http://fast.oclc.org/searchfast/
from Katherine McNeill:
Is Datastar still a staging repository (for storing/working with data-in-process)? That's a kind of system
that many of us would find valuable but lack.
from Nancy Elkington:
Where are "cited" items drawn from?
from Grant Denkinson:
Need to head to meeting I can't rearrange. Good stuff and I look forward to catching up on the rest from
the recording. Thanks all.
from CB:
What was the Oxford vocabulary URL? I didn't click fast enough to record it. Thanks.
from Stephen Hearn:
Is either project asking for or encouraging scholars to get scholar IDs (e.g., ORCID)? Didn't see a place
for that in the input screens.
from Nancy Elkington:
Also must head to another webinar. Looking forward to hearing any final comments or discussion among
the participants. Well done!
from Stephen Hearn:
Do the libraries have any involvement in encouraging best practices for data apparatus (codebooks, data
dictionaries, etc.)?
from OCLC Research:
Here are the links Karen mentioned earlier:
Erway, Ricky and Brian Lavoie. 2012. "The Economics of Data Integrity." Chapter preprint:
http://www.oclc.org/content/dam/research/publications/library/2012/erway-dataintegrity.pdf
Dissemination Information Packages for Information Reuse project (Ixchel Faniel) http://dipir.org/
Role of Libraries in Data Curation http://www.oclc.org/research/activities/datacuration.html
from OCLC Research:
If you have any questions for the presenters, feel free to contact them directly:
Karen Smith-Yoshimura, smithyok@oclc.org
Sally Rumsey, sally.rumsey@bodleian.ox.ac.uk
Wendy Kozlowski, wak57@cornell.edu
from OCLC Research:
We’ll post a recording of this webinar on our website, in iTunes and on YouTube shortly and will notify
you by e-mail when the recording and slides are available.
from OCLC Research:
Thank you again for joining us! This concludes today’s webinar.

